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   So where do I start this edition of the mag?  Where else but with an apology.  I am very sorry that I didn’t do a 
mag last month.  I am very very sorry that I didn’t do a mag the month before last and I am very very very  
sorry…… ….etc  ‘Onest it wasn’t my fault.  It was the staff or the total lack of them – they have all left me to get 
more prosperous jobs working for London underground, including the guy who does all of the colouring-in of the 
orange bits.  He even took my best crayons with him! 
 

Starting afresh, welcome to the bumper Autumn edition - An autumnal quote: 
 

When the white eagle of the North is flying overhead 

The browns, reds and golds of autumn lie in the gutter, dead. 
Remember then, that summer birds with wings of fire flaying 

Came to witness springs new hope, born of leaves decaying. 
Just as new life will come from death, love will come at leisure. 

Love of love, love of life and giving without measure 

Gives in return a wondrous yearn of a promise almost seen. 
Live hand-in-hand and together we'll stand on the threshold of a dream 

 

 I’ll buy a beer for the first to tell me where it’s from (without reverting to google) and a ‘I’m a sad git’ badge to the 
second.   

But in reality the prose can help reflect on the great year that we have had in the club and what next year could 
deliver.  This year: Ride-outs galore, Riding training sessions, Holidays, Boys Weekend, Pub nights, Club nights 
and even a Drive out!  So as winter approaches we put the bikes to bed and we roll into our Christmas Extrava-
ganza, which if previous years have been anything to go by will be brilliant.  Might even have a raffle in aid of 
Herts Air Ambulance, if we can scrounge some prizes! 

 What will next year hold – the answers are not there yet as this will be all discussed at the next ‘members of the 
committee’ meeting but snippets are being released, short weekend in France, French holiday (I think that this 
was all plotted so that I can lead the ride to the Chunnel. Ha! – read on!). Obviously, we can’t work without feed-
back from the masses.  This year - What was good? What could be better?  What could be different? What would 
you like to do? Will David Cameron claim HOG membership, or should we just send him a makin’ bacon badge? 

 

How about ‘you’ taking on the management / leadership of a ride-out and taking some of the pressure off Big Al? 

 

Suggestions on a post card to….or even email any committee member who you think is approachable and who 
won’t respond with a triad of abuse 

 

A plea:  definition editor/ˈɛdɪtə  noun, a person who is in charge of and determines the final content of a newspa-
per, magazine, or multi-author book.  I can’t go on ad infinitum making up this rubbish.  Please send me material 
for me to plagiarise, miss-report, twist, distort and generally embarrass you about.  But if the truth be known, I 
have, on occasion, put contributions into the mag verbatim – you might have even noticed the slight differences in 
editorial style 

Admission: No the staff didn’t actually run off (that cheapskate Martyn won’t pay for any, despite my pleas), just 
been a tad busy with my daughter’s wedding (picture gallery can be viewed in the wives and girlfriends corner at 
club night), the endless lists of DIY and riding my bike, and riding my bike, and riding my bike……………..  
 

Last thought.  At a club night Martyn mentioned that if we are affiliated to a Dealer then they may have some   
editorial input to the mag so as a passing shot.  Black Bear are useless, Reading are expensive, Norwich are 
stingey, Lakeside are a bunch of invertebrates and what I think of Oxford isn’t printable – unless they donate   
prizes to our Christmas raffle, then they are absolutely wonderful and I will have their babies. 

The Editor…...magazine@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk  



   

   The Directors Cut  

 

 Welcome to another bumper edition of the chapter magazine. 
The chapter has been very busy through the summer and the re-
sults can be seen it this magazine loads of pictures and great ar-
ticles some of them have been written with let’s say artistic li-
cence ….. 
Christmas is just around the corner and as I am sure you know, 
so is our Christmas Party, we still have a few places available so 
if you are interested please hurry up and let me know. 
I am always a bit down at this time of the year when we attend 
the RTTW it sort of starts the clock ticking to the end of the riding 
season and then I start to count down the days till we start all 
over again. This year though I feel a renewed enthusiasm for 
2016 I have the date and location for the Directors meeting, it is 
to be a two day meeting in Brighton the second week of January 
but before that we have the Christmas Party and we will be organising a few social events to 
keep things going till we ride again. 
On the subject of Rides for 2016 we have organised a 3 night break in France staying in Mon-
treuil-Sur-Mer leaving Friday 27th May spending 3 nights and ride home Monday afternoon I am 
waiting for conformation on the price but so far I have 7 bikes pre booked on the trip, last year we 
had a wonderful time very chilled out and a beautiful location if you are interested please let me 
know ASAP. 
The committee are planning to have a ride calendar available to members by early January this 
will enable members to plan their weekends in advance and not to miss anything, we will be intro-
ducing a loyalty card next year this will mean getting a stamp for events attended and once your 
card is full there will be rewards like discount on chapter merchandise and refreshments on ride 
outs, this is to encourage members to get a bit more involved in chapter life. 
We are planning another chapter holiday after the success of Germany details will be available 
soon and dates. It is looking like a trip to the south of France to a coastal resort. 
As members will know we have supported the Herts Air Ambulance for a number of years and at 
the moment have around £1100 ready to hand over, we would like to boost this amount before 
handing it over, Ladies of Harley Rep Trudie Davies has organised a bumper Christmas Raffle 
with all the proceeds going to the cause, prizes include an I pad mini and loads of Harley goodies 
this will be drawn on January club night. 
We have recently struck up relationships with two dealerships and as a result our membership 
forms and posters are on display in the showrooms and they will be recommending our chapter 
to customers who buy bikes and live in our patch, as a way of saying thanks we will where ever 
we can try to attend their events. Whenever you use either Black Bear or Redding H-D please 
mention you are a member of III Rivers and you might get a bit of discount on parts. 
 

Ride Safe … 

 

Martyn 

 



 

Just what have we been up to? Where did we go? 
What did we do? More importantly what did we eat? 

 

 

 

Brightona 11 October.  
We ate (situation normal then) 
 

Pete is shocked that everybody wears 
their sunglasses over their eyes 

 

 

 

 

The Brighton Mayor and deputy are pictured with a 
local dignitary, while a man in sunglasses looks on! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul shows off his new big one.  
On the way to the piercing studio! 

 

 

 

 

 

Ride to the wall 
Some moments of reflection for our  
fallen heroes 

 

A new design for heated grips is tested 

R I D E    R E P O R T S 



 

 

Al said What a lo el  eeke d, t o glo ious da s idi g ith Ma t , a d o, 
i st a isit to Readi g HD 'Ope  House', 'H' Café, a d a isit to Leighto  Buzza d 
Bike Sho . Mostl  th ough uiet ou t  la es ith so e spe ta ula  ie s, i  

a  su shi e. a a e ge  fo  late Septe e . A d sill ade it ho e fo  
'Su da  Roast  

 

 

 

Boys Week End 4 - 5 
September  
What happens in 
Yarmouth, stays in 
Yarmouth! 
 

 

 

The one that didn't happen, stupid  
English weather.  Next year maybe 

 

 

 August.  G eat ide out to the Puddle 
afé he e e  that is –ed , lead  Al, 

th ough the a k oads of ou se. G eat 
ide a d g eat o pa . Yet a othe  su  

da !  
 

 

 

 

Clu  i ests i  e  fo  
of t a spo t 

Ca t fall of this ugge  

 

 

 

 

 O to e , a fe  ate ded a s it ide up to a T u k Stop o  the A  fo  
lu h, alli g i  at Ja ks Hill o  the a  ho e 

Ate  the su ess of the e  o ke  a d ith his e  fou d leathe  tooli g 
skills, Big Al o te plates a lu  leathe  desig  ith athe  at  k ee 
e te sio s! 

R I D E    R E P O R T S  



 

 

16 August Brackley Bike Fest 
14 Bikes 

 

Bikes can fly - just don’t try this on a Harley 

 

 

Ma t  ei g pe suaded to u  a V Rod 

 

                                                                                        
9 Aug  
Big Al leads us o  a othe  ad e tu e 

Fi st stop Litlepo t to eet up ith Loop , the  o to pa  ho age to the Litlepo t Ha le  Da idso  statue. Ne t , ide to The 
Mods a d Ro ke s Bike Da  at Ki g's L , to th o  a fe  s oote s i  the o ea  a d o i ui g o to Hu sta to  fo  Fish a d 

Chips a d a  I e C ea  -  Ma t  
just had to e a it g eed  

R I D E    R E P O R T S  



 

Mass Ride out to Ace Café’s Run to Brooklands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday 5 July, Al being totally ridden 
out by the previous days efforts on 
the ride to Black Bear, or was it Chris 
told him to stay at home and do 
some decorating, we will never know.   
Any case, Al asked yours truly if I 
could lead the ride to Brooklands. 
Being a kind and considerate chap 
he even suggested a departure place 
- Hemel BP and 09.30, who was I to argue. Having never led a ride 
before I took the responsibility very seriously and swatted up on 
Al’s hand outs from the ride training day.  I programmed the route 
into my sat nav, nothing too difficult, not up to Al’s standards of 
country roads and ‘twisties’ but something that will give us a few 
challenges. I, with Ingrid as ride supervisor, arrived at BP in plenty 
of time to fuel up and to practice my Road Captain type speech.  
09.30  came, I’ll just give them 5 mins for any stragglers to arrive.  
OK time for the brief:  “Guys it will be about an hours ride, try to 
keep the formation nice and tight as the sunshine drivers are out 
on the road in their hordes, we will probably ,at about the M40 junction, meet up with the crowds from the 
Ace, try to keep with the chapter and don’t be drawn into their reckless riding”.  “Right everybody with a 
sat nav got the post code?”   And only a few minutes after schedule  (Ah I thought,  new ground  for iii  
Rivers)  we were off.  Round the back of BP and onto the single track road...gravle….puddles….pot 
holes…..Sparrow Hawk eating his rabbit breakfast, we negotiated them all.  Onto the roundabout and we 
moved in unison as if we were one, merged onto the A1M in a group so tight you couldn't get a match 
stick between us.  Ingrid passes a message “slow down a bit, the others will have problems keeping up”  
“er why? There is nobody else, we are billy b/@~?y no mates for the day” 

Despite there only being us, Brooklands was good, lots of old classic bikes with fantastically noisy       
megaphone exhausts, a few Harleys, the Hill Climb (Tony’s nemesis), Ingrid very strongly suggested, well 
insisted actually,  that I shouldn't be the only idiot on a Harley tourer to attempt the climb and not with her 
on the b@:><y back but some fool actually did it with a side car while his wife filmed the affair from the 
comfy seat . Sat in the sunshine, eat food twice and came home.  We had a great day  A few pickies of 
the day….club ride next year maybe 

 

 

R I D E    R E P O R T S  



R I D E    R E P O R T S  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slo  Ride Pra i e  July 

 

Slo  idi g p a i e as a k agai   popula  de a d 

Big Al ith his t ust  tape easu e a d set of o es stole  f o  the lo al 
pla  s hool  set  out so e  ludi ous  halle ges fo  us – e  ith  a  total  
dis ega d fo  safet  p ete ded that e e e le e  a d ode a ou d 

ithout hats o .  Pete la Po te as the e to guide all th ough the highl  
halle gi g oute o to the a  pa k.  St a gel  sill o pi tu es of Al o  a ike—that ole a k ake is sill pla i g up  
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18th-23rd July 2015 - Holiday to Hotel Schneemann, Valwig, Germany.  
  

On 18 Jul at the allotted time,  Al and Chris, Ian and Wendy, Pete and Mel, 
Dave, Bob, Taz and Silvie, Pete and Ingrid and Martyn assembled at the petrol 
station at South Mims services.  Unfortunately, Tony and Gill didn’t get the 
message about meeting at the petrol pumps and were gently languishing at 
the services food hall partaking in coffee and only the ambiance that a service 
station could provide.  Fortunately they noticed their sole presence and found 
the merry gang of bikers hiding round the corner.  Alan announced that ‘twas a 
shame that Paul and Trudy wouldn’t be joining us as they had something more 
pressing / important to do than riding bikes.  We had a chat about the route to 
take and were advised by our Oberleutnant Road Captain that the M20 lorry 
stack only adds 20 mins to our journey time – Ha! 

  

And so we set off.  The M25 was negotiated and so were the roadworks at the 
QE2 tolls / lack of tolls.  All was going well until the M2 started backing up and it 
slowly got worse on the M2/M20 link road and the M20.  The traffic was absolute-
ly solid and virtually stationary, the group was separated into 5 and 4 bikes for the 
trailing pack, it slowly and surely got worse and worse with much looking at 
watches – we will never make that tunnel train.  At about this stage the fable of 
the Hare and Tortoise took over..….and you know how that one ended.  I, totally 
frustrated by the exceptionally slow traffic put on my London driving head and 
took off overtaking everything in sight, Martin foolishly joined me on this          
escapade. And we made excellent progress.  Unfortunately as we completed the 
huge diversion around the M20 operation stack lorries and came onto the M20 

roundabout only a few miles away from the Chunnel entrance, I diligently threw my brain into the ditch and went 
north on the M20 instead of south and even worse Martyn followed me. Within minutes I knew my error but there was 
no going back till the next junction.  Arriving at the junction, I located the rem-
nants of my brain stem and threw it to a passing dog to feed on and concluded 
that the answer was to follow the signs to Ashford international station, surely it 
can’t be far from the Chunnel – how wrong can you be.  It was when we arrived 
at the train  station that Martyn  lumped me with a piece of exhaust pipe and 
pointed out my minuscule error. I have to admire him for his non de plum     
patience, he calmly advised the rest that we might be a  little late, re-

programmed his sat nav and we were off again doing the whole Hare route 
again, this time with the added bonus of being chased down the road by a 
dog!  Needless to say when we arrived at the Chunnel the others including the 
tortoises were long gone and so we awaited a much, much, much later train.  By 
now were now about 3 hours behind the rest.   
 

Ahhh France at last, a swift top up with petrol and we were off again with 2 
Sat Navs Martyn in the lead.    He was muttering something about my new 
nickname ‘Pathfinder Pete’ might be a suitable antonym.  Strangely we didn’t 
take a nice sensible motorway route to Lille but found ourselves on some 
nice windy little backroads - Doh.  We stopped for our Sat Navs to have a 
little conference, needless to say they all advised different directions, and 
strangely Martyn let me lead.  And even stranger I found the motorway and 
much to my absolute total surprise it went to Lille.  We  made good time and 
arrived in the area of the hotel  where  Martyn  took  over directions  as he 
sensibly had the hotel  address programmed in – clever boy.  I only had the 
town in my sat nav – that’s another long story.  We found the area!  We 
found the street! Could we find the Hotel – No F@:~}{> chance.  Martyn 
phones Al, no response.  Martyn phones Ian, no response.  What Martyn said 

about the miserable b@:{}:ds going to bed early and deserting us isn’t printable.  I spotted a local hoodie on a moped 
and in my best French asked for directions to the hotel.  The moped driver dropped his onions and Gitananes and 
charged off with 2 Harleys behind.  He didn’t even wait to give a brief instruction on convoy riding and second man 
drop off.  As we approached the hotel we spotted Ian jogging down the road in his nightshirt (not a pretty sight). They 
weren’t miserable b@:{}:ds after all, they all, well most of them, were waiting up like worried parents with a daughter 
out on her first date.  Our late arrival at about 12 pm got us, well mostly me, ‘cos it was my fault, into big trouble and 
Wendy sent us to bed without any supper.  I also got 100 lines from her: ‘I must not ever, ever, ever lead the pack 
again’.  I have no idea how the rest of the groups trip was, absolutely perfect I suspect but Al the next day did check 
that we all knew the international Harley Rider’s signal for when we are about to move off in convoy that we are not 
ready to move off.  The answer is put your hand in the air.  I would have thought Gill still putting her jacket on was a 
good signal as well but that wasn’t noticed, as I said their ride was perfect. 



xxx 

Next day it was an early ish start we loaded up our bikes, put me at the back ‘cos I can’t be trusted with any directional 
guidance and Al announced “Off in 7 mins”.  We left quarter of an hour later with Al leading us off on the left hand 
side of the road and him, now thankfully by himself, going round the roundabout the wrong way – the laughter could 
be heard above the noise of an un-baffled exhaust.  
 

The  amused convoy  rearranged  itself  and  proceed  to  
Belgium.  Ah Belgium what’s that good for, apparently not 
its roads or petrol stations by all accounts.   A refuel stop, 
nothing could be simpler we thought until we discovered 
pre-pay pumps.  Bad if you are paying in cash and don’t 
know how much fuel you want.  Worse if you want to use 
a Debit Card.  And absolutely evil if there is more than one 
person queuing to pay.  In the end we all fuelled up but 
with Bob paying on his card for his fuel and that for  2 
lorries and a passing tipper truck.  Al gave a ride update 
and advised “don’t know if any of you noticed that I went 
round the roundabout the wrong way” – “no I don’t think 
anybody noticed Al, well apart from the 6 of us rolling 
around the floor kicking the air.”   Al has my sympathy, 
being first in line leaves you open to all the mistakes with 
all the witnesses trailing behind.  So off we went.  Another 
fuel stop – ah we’ve got this sussed or so we thought and 
another pointless performance was had with money and 
fuel and a few beads eventually exchanging hands.  I think 
that Dave will be writing to the Belgium PM, if they have got one, on how they should rearrange their petrol station 
system so that it doesn’t take ½ hour to get 15 ltrs of petrol.  At some stage in the petrol station game I think that a 
selection of keys were thrown into a helmet.  I don’t know the exact outcome but when we left Mel had abandoned 
Pete and could be seen sitting comfortably on the back of Martyn’s bike. She said something about better for her hip 
– yea right! 
  

Next stop, lunch at a pretty little café somewhere near the Belgium - Germany border.  I know not where, who 
cares?  Did you know that they speak German in the Belgium border regions – I didn’t.  Ingrid came into her own and 
translated the menu.  I had Boiled Octopus in Frogspawn gravy,  funny I was expecting Pizza – maybe it was lost in 
translation.  We amused the locals by dancing around on one leg while donning wet gear and then amused them even 
more by taking the wrong exit on the roundabout adjacent to the café, doing a U turn, coming back passing the café 
to take the correct exit.  We entered Germany.  Ausfart motorway exit signs still amuse me. The scenery got better and 
better through the Eiffel mountains and we descended into Cocham and then into Valwig to be greeted  by Bernard, 
the hotel proprietor.  Taz was prized off his bike as his old war wounds were playing up a bit, rooms allocated and 
German lessons began.  Dri mahl grosser beer bitter……dinner and collapsed into bed. 

  

Next day a group decision was made that we all could do with a day 
off the bikes and elected for a Mosel boat trip.  Taxis were ordered and 
Martyn, Dave and a few other energetic souls elected to walk the few 
Kilometres to Cocham.  The rest of us had only just paid the Taxis off in 
Cocham when the energetic crew jogged into the town square, puffing 
lightly.  Had they run all the way?  Nope not a chance, they’d acquired 
a lift from Bernard.  Found a man selling boat tickets and ordered 15 
of his best seats, boarded and drifted down the Mosel taking in some 
well-deserved sunshine and beer.  The boat took us to Ellenz-

Poltersdorf (I think, I wasn’t particularly paying attention and after day 
ones escapade I was still firmly excluded on any direction decisions), a 
delightful medieval village where we ate and drank wine, well some of 
us did   and then more beer on the boat on the way home, a walk 
around  Cocham,   Taxi to  the  hotel,  a  delightful  dinner  and the 

remainder of the evening was spent being boys and throwing stones into 
the river Mosel.  The more mature (and that’s sensible mature not old 
mature) of us, Al and Ian, took on a game of wits at the giant chess 
set.  Ian being full of discretion let Al win.  And so to bed after a grand 
day.  Oh and I think a few more beers were had…hic! 
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Valwig 

 
 Our  next  escapade was a ride up the Mosel and beyond to Ingrid’s  
cousins (Gundle and her husband Dieter, both ex bikers, unfortunately 
they previously rode Tractors or BMWs or something) small holding for a 
BBQ.  And the biggest surprise of the trip so far was that I was to lead the 
way and much to my amazement they followed instead of following their 
instinct and going in the totally opposite direction.  The ride up the Mosel 
was a bit slow with 50kph limits but great for the scenery, it followed the 
river bend for bend.  After Koblez we took a bit of autobahn and after 
stopping briefly in a layby to fix a Germans car we arrived without much 
mishap.  And before anybody mentions it, yes, I did know that we overshot 
the correct ausfart and had to do a loop up to the next junction – my  
wonderful Garmin was having a bit of a fit at that time – it’s just never  
really recovered from all the abuse that I give it.  I think that its perma-
nently unhinged and only years of counselling will see it better.  3 months 
ago Gundle and Dieter purchased this small holding with the aim of turning it into an animal therapy centre.  Therapy 
for humans with animals not visa versa for delinquent ducks! Apart from a 4 story 8 bedroom house it also had a few 
acres of paddock and a roofless 18th

 century stone barn, not bad for 80K euros!  They had already moved in the horses 
and  some 45 goats – did you know Martyn can speak goat and used to have one?  A  delightful  BBQ  of  German 
Sausages and Potato dishes was readily consumed and after a few hours of munching and goat stroking we were off 
on the bikes again.  Deiter suggested a route back to the Rhine that would offer some good twisty roads.  I took the 
opportunity to be near the back of the pack. Half a days leading was enough for me.  Al took the lead and the fun  
began, great surfaces, abundant successive bends and most of us even forgave him for the gravel track through the 
forest.  Somewhere near Koblenz we refuelled, thankfully this was a simple fill tank, pay for fuel and no que.  Ian and 
Pete headed off back to Valwig, Mel’s hip was playing up a bit and the rest of us headed off towards the Rhine and 

more twisties.  Unfortunately after about ½ an hours riding Bob conclude that the 
German farmers attempts at ploughing were just not up to his standard and decided 
to rearrange the field with his headlamp.    Bike and Bob’s dents  were dusted off and 
we headed home, albeit a bit slower now.  At the hotel after a great meal and a few 
beers we discovered Dave’s multi lingual talent when he sat chatting with a couple 
from Belgium with a fluency that you would only expect from somebody who lived 
half their life on the Champs-Élysées he engaged in conversation.  The accent was……
perfect.  Harley became Harleeé.  It was like French but materialised as English with 
hand signals.  This amused Mel so much she nearly fell off her chair.   A few more 
beers, some of Bernard’s grandfather’s brandy and off to bed. 
  

During the week we did actually see a miracle – praise the lord, or at least his wife.  When we arrived Taz’s little bone 
issues meant that he could hardly walk but after a few days of Sylvie’s magic, one morning he came down to break-
fast, did 15 star jumps and leapt over 10 assembled chairs in a single bound as was aiming to go off on a marathon 
run before we reigned him in.  Sylvie, I’ve got a little problem with my big toe and Pete’s back isn’t so good, could you 
possibly er ………….. 
 

Wednesday’s school outing was to the Harleeé dealers at Trier via Bernkastel.  We completed the Bernkastel leg with 
only one minor excursion to the left hand side of the carriageway and parked up for our lunch break .  Our selected 
venue was advertised as a Biker Friendly Café.  I’m not sure what gave it this venerated status, maybe it was that there 
was bike parking 100 yds away ‘cos it certainly wasn’t the staff ,– 
miserable bunch of unhelpful b@~><’s.  For the outing we had a 
plan, and this was to follow Big Al all the way.  Needless to say the 
execution of the plan was a little different to the theory.  All it took 
was one junction to start splitting us up and slowly but surely we 
segmented into at least 3 definite groups.  After the split, the 
groups arrival at the dealership appeared  to be dependent upon 
who made your sat nav.  Un-surprisingly, Martyn with his nice new 
imbedded Harley sat nav arrived first.  Lesson – Harley Sat Navs 
know where Harley dealers are.   Actually  apart  from having an 
infuriating American accent it did perform very well.   At the dealers 
we  ogled  some nice ‘Baggers’ reviewed the ambition’s for the 
dealership’s expansion and spent our hard earned euros on some T 
Shirts.   We did consider getting a T shirt for Paul to add to his 
sumptuous collection – but we didn’t.  Ride home was, within 
minutes of departure of the dealership, split again into groups.  This 
time due to the rush hour traffic and proliferation of traffic lights 
but we all arrived back at the hotel in reasonable time for yet another dinner and with the majority of us wearing nice 
new attire.  Being the last night for a suitably big blow out a few of us took advantage of Bernard’s selection of ancient 
alcohol.  Needless to say a few of us also got into a little trouble with our wives. I think this was when Silvie came up 
with the saying of the trip “Men Need Looking After” never a truer word. 
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Valwig 

 
  

And so to the last full day.  
A trip into Cocham.  Some Taxi, some walk but 
like the ride outs we all got there eventually.  We 
meandered the shops, ate Bratworst and got the 
obligatory souvenir.  Thankfully nothing from the 
gun shop.    Back to  the  hotel  was as totally 
organised as the outbound with walkers and even 
some of us sampling the local bus.  In Valwig 
some of us even took up the German tradition of 
Coffee and Cake or Coffee and a bucket of ice 
cream in Taz’s case.  Feeling a little lonely for the 
bikes a few of us went out for a ride to venture 

up to the heights of Cocham for some holiday snaps.  All was going well until we 
were joined by, I think it was Al, Martyn and Dave who suggested that we should 
venture onto the ‘Hairpin Pass’ route back to Valwig.  Well  that was fun but I 
wouldn’t want to do it every day of the week………..well just Sundays, Tuesdays and 
Fridays.  The only thing that was missing was Al from his slow riding course with his 
tape measure marking out the bend radius.  Funny how a 200 ft drop on the out-
side of the bend concentrates the effort. 
  

Our journey home commenced with an early start and the usual sumptuous break-
fast, we said our goodbyes and we were off.  We even elected to use the right hand 
half of the carriageway.  I don’t particularly remember the highlights we must have 
succeeded with the pre-pay petrol pumps and had something to eat.  I do however 
remember the abysmal Belgium roads, they had pot holes that you could mount a 
caving expedition in, and as for their driving standards, nuff said.  We  arrived at 
Calais and boarded an earlier train than scheduled.  Unbeknown to us but later 
trains, including our scheduled one were cancelled due to immigrant activity – lucky 
break there.   
 

We were aware that it might  be a bit wet in jolly ol’ blighty and did discuss putting 
our  wets  on  whilst  on  the train.   Shame  nobody  took our  own  very  sound 
advice.  10 miles out of Ashford the heavens opened up and torrential rain          
welcomed us home and to add a little more, fun traffic jams all the way to  
Maidstone services where like a bunch of drowned rats we arrived soaked through 
we donned our wets for what it was worth, said our 
goodbyes and in small groups headed home  
splashing in the puddles 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In summary.  A 
bloody brilliant 
trip  
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                  . ………………  1,500   g on 

      (  )  U       A  
      T          
  U  However, unlike   U   educated at Eton and my Great 

  U      (   U   )    
vistas were something to do with matches so you will have to put up with my              

comprehensive skool [sic] discourse.   U        
our 9 days of riding when we came round that corner and simply said WOW!  

The route was based on a well-known Harley hirers 7 day trip then extended and modified 

with bits plagiarized from coach tour itineraries stolen from the web.  It 

worked out that we had an event every day e.g. a National Park etc.  After 

my now renowned minor mishap on the way to the chunnel I was rather 

nervous of leading a ride for 9 days, would we get lost, would the hotels 

            -
derful accents.   What we actually achieved was: 

Day one Las Vegas, to win sufficient cash to fund the trip R that part 

of the plan unfortunately failed.  

Collect the bikes from LV Harley R 3 black 2015 Electra Gide Ultra Classics, that baring minor pin  

striping differences were all exactly the same.  I gave up counting the number of times Ingrid dived into 

U            .         
  ,     .   Surprisingly, all our extensive baggage fitted on the 

bikes.  We programmed the sat navs with the first destination, St George, and went in search of the 

interstate.  600  (      , U      (  ))  
and we did our first U turn!  

2 hours ride  to get used to the bikes and a little stop in a picturesque picnic area to feed a local rodent 

(!) and we were there.  St George had everything a tired biker could want, except for a restaurant where we could eat decent grub 

               …   
have been the rodent from earlier.  Pete S also took time out for a bible lesson from a nice   

Mormon lady who gave him some very sound advice on how his life should proceed.  He 

   , T U      ,        
you and talk you to death, especially in Utah. We were also accosted by a guy from     

Tennessee who told us that he knew everything but he was much surprised to hear that you 

can hire Harley bikes and that the State Highway 9, that we were due to take through Zion 

State Park the next day, was blocked by a 200 ton boulder.   He fortunately redeemed 

himself at breakfast the next day when he advised in the greatest detail, from google, how the highway  

department had worked all night and had removed the obstruction.  Personally, I believe that the rodent played a big part in it. And 

so the next day 120 miles to the next motel via Zion, scenery was absolutely stunning and Pete S even managed to tune his radio 

into something other than the gospel music channel.  Took a free coach trip into the Zion canyon, brilliant.  Despite my 35 page 

instruction sheet with pictures of every junction and hotel Tony, who took the lead for the day managed to drive straight past that 

nights hotel.  Really, it was only building that we had seen for the previous 20 miles.  That night we learnt all about a Utah state law 

     3          (   U        ) nd 

   U      . 
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             ….      
Canyon.  I think that it was just on the outskirts of Bryce that we met up with Pete D and 

Jon from San Diego doing a similar tour to us but camping.  We spent the next week with 

them overtaking us and us them and stopping for an occasion chat.   Despite Pete D riding 

an Indian Chief (Bike not Bloke) I invited Pete to join iii Rivers as we desperately need 

some more Petes in the club. For this day Pete D advised that Route 12 to Torrey would 

be better than the Route 22 I had selected.  He was so right, again brilliant scenery.  Rim 

Rock Inn and again that 3 beers rule but we beat the system and had Nachos with the first 

2 beers then contemplated going to another bar to have a meal and 3 more 

beers.     Fortunately the bar we were in played such brilliant music we stayed for dinner 

       U  ,       

A gentle 173 miles drive and we were at Canyon Lands National Park.  On this leg we 

experienced our first straight road that went over the horizon and despite being 100s of 

  …      !        U .      
T U  T         ,            R poor thing.  Eventually 

we found our destination, Moab under canvas.  W     U     so she and Tony had the Pioneers tent with its 

double bed while the rest of us slummed it in Tepees.  Into Moab on the bikes for dinner and opted for a Chinese.  Learnt that sun-

 U          U    .      
coyote during the night but I think that it was only the Japanese in the next tent.    ,  U  
the Americans keep to British time zones.  How dare they have dawn in the middle of our jet lagged day.  

10 miles down the road and into Arches National Park.  We learnt how literal the colonials are, guess what 

they had in this park, yep you got it right first time.  They also had a rock balancing on another rock, yep 

U  T                 .  Ingrid and 

Mel thought that they all looked like unmentionable parts of 

U  .  We named one boob rock.  A short drive 

later and we arrived at Blanding and true to  

naming conventions it was bland but we did get our first 

Jacuzzi for that much need wash.  Surprisingly, the only 

  ……..    U   ,     
some leftovers from our camping six packs.  

Big day today, 198 miles to Page via Monument Valley.  Lunch consisted mainly of 

food stolen from the previous hotels breakfast buffet and for me the first disappoint-

ment of the trip.  $18 dollars entrance fee to see the monuments from a different angle to the main road but they did let you spend all 

your hard earned cash in the huge gift shop. Despite my protests in Keyenta, a town en-route, they made me go into a McDonalds 

for a milkshake, it was served by a real Indian / Native American.    U    ,   .  We contin-

ued to Page and despite now being in Arizona the churches were still prolific, I think that at one point we passed 15 in a row.   U  
always right I insisted that all the clocks in the hotel were wrong as Utah and Arizona are on the same time zone.  I moaned at Tony 

and Gill for getting up late the next day as they followed the time on the hotel clock.  For the first time in my life (not counting the 

chunnel episode) I was a little bit wrong.            U     ,  -
,  U        R how was I supposed to know that (bloody colonials).  We totally decimated a local 

gift shop and had huge 1/2 a cow size steaks for dinner. 
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190 miles to Tusayan via 

Grand Canyon. Petrol 

served by an Indian who 

looked strangely at my hair, 

and what more could I say 

about the Grand Canyon.  It 

was grand. We did plan to 

go back to the canyon from 

the hotel at sunset to view it 

again but the Jacuzzi, a gift shop, steak and beer once again got the better 

of us. 

  

Big drive day 237 miles.  We learnt about Harley sat navs on this day, they can find  

anything except a Harley dealers in Flagstaff.  Only ½ mile out but it took a lot of finding 

when you turn right and the dealers is on a road to your left.  Disappointed that Harley stuff is 

no cheaper than UK but the locals were friendly and gave us coffee.  Another small disap-

pointment, $28 dollars entrance fee to see a huge meteor crater that we had diverted 80 

miles for but they did let you spend all your hard earned cash in the huge gift shop.  Now the 

best riding ever, down off the Colorado Plateaux on the Route 89A to Sedona, hairpins galore.  Tried to find another Harley dealer 

and the sat nav let us down again. Had coffee and buns at a petrol station and watched 2 

guys trying to break into a car, thankfully I think it was theirs.  They were not having much 

success until this guy pulls up in a pick up truck, announces that he is a mechanic and that 

he has a car breaking in kit and proceeds to break into the car R strange country this, as 

    U           .  Out of the valley and 

even more fantastic hairpins.  At this stage we had even managed all to tune our radios into 

the same classic rock station, as we neared the top of the mountain we all belted out Blue 

 , U    ,   ' .          
dark, again sunglasses not helping much, we reached our desti-

nation in Prescott. We arrived at the motel to find a bunch of 

golfers having a BBQ and piss up in the carpark. They advised 

that they were sorry about the noise but they meet there ever 

          T  3 
am.  We went to bed at 10 and they had all retired by then. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

couldn't find the arches in the park so we made one 
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 Last driving day, 257 miles to Vegas via R66 and Hoover Dam.  Seligman on the R66 was brilliant, a petrol heads dream. We all pur-

chased R66 souvenirs of every shape and size, brilliant 

store keepers, so friendly and helpful.  Presented one 

  U     ,     
she was wearing another underneath.  Later on that day 

we even saw the archetypical American scene:  Guy sat 

on the curb, hand cuffed, looking very guilty and 2 cop 

cars guarding him R I think the cops were off having 

doughnuts or something.  Strangely I think the guy 

looked just like the mechanic from the previous 

day.   …       , 
back to Vegas to test the sat navs skills at finding Harley 

shops again.  Bloody useless, long story but we got to 

the dealers with just 35 minutes left before the bikes 

were due back  

 

Would we do it again, you bet.  Now planning the next adventure for 2017 

Yellowstone Park possibly with an excursion to Bonneville Salt Flats during 

speed week or Aspen, Colorado .  Want to join us? 

  



Other CHAPTER EVENTS 

 A othe  e  e e : 
This is Da id, I thi k he has got a ike as the e as o e that I did 't e og ise pa ked outside the Legio .  Nat  
la es o  the ta k 

Edito  akes ote to self –get a e  pho e/ a e a ith a lash 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ma  di o es ike a d a ies a lad  

Co g atulaio s A  a d Da e 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T udie ate ds ladies of Ha le  a ual 
eei g i  O fo d 

 



2015 CHAPTER RIDES AND EVENTS 

So the e e a e, just a out u  out of  this ea s ulitude of e e ts a d ithi  easo  follo ed the 
ad e ised pla s, a d e e  s u k i  a fe  othe s he  the su  as shi i g 

5 No em er—a d i e-out to the Naio al Moto le Museu  Bi i gha —09.30 Meet BP He el, 
s ueeze i to a fe  a s os its ou d to e ai i g  a d disappea  up the M  fo  a fe  iles.   

 De em er - Ch ist as pa t  at She dish Ma o , d ess opio al! Pe so all  as  f o k does 't it 
si e all the steaks i  the USA I  goi g fo  the Di e  Ja ket et . agai .  I g id is just addi g a it o e 
elasi  to the u e u d. 

Ridi g i  :  
 F a e,  top it of the ou t  

 F a e fo  a it lo ge .  So e he e do  the oto  ight 

 P ese t the fu d aisi g he ue to He ts Ai  A ula e.  

 Slo  idi g agai  as so a  e jo ed it this ea  

Lots of othe  lo el  pla es 

A othe  thi g to do: 

Pe so all  I  thi ki g a out sta i g the ad a ed ide s ou se, it ill e £ 9 ell spe t, just aii g 
o  e t ea s d ie  oads  

Put i  fo  the ike safe assess e t— o sessio s ad e ised et ut see thei  e  site a d ou a  go o  
a aii g list 

 

 

Club Social Nights   

British   Legion  Tuesday Club Nights will continue as      

Tuesdays until they turn into Wednesday Club Nights and 

Wednesday Pub Nights will continue as Wednesday Pub 

Nights unless there is a Tuesday before them, then they wont 

be—get it? 

And our new rocker is actually that wide—get one while 

stocks last 
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Extracts from the Dartford Prison notice board 

Spot which are warders and which are inmates ? 
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